Let Q c ƒ?", n ^ 2, be a bounded open set with boundary dQ a regularly imbedded C 00 submanifold of R n . Let a(y; £, X) be the polynomial Let a 0 (y;^ X) be the principal part, the terms of total degree p. We assume that, for yeU^eR n 9 the roots of a 0 (y;^, •) are all real and nonzero. This implies p = 2r is even. Let b k (y\ Ç, X) be polynomials of order p k < p, k = 1,2, ...,r, with principal part b k0 (y; <!;, X\ yedQ £eC p , XeC. We assume the coefficients of these polynomials are C 00 . We also assume the appropriate version of the "root covering condition" familiar from elliptic boundary value problems. Specifically, for y e 3Q, let v = v(y) be the unit vector in R n in the direction of the inner normal to dCl at y, and let W = W(y) be the subspace of R n orthogonal to v. The assumptions imply that for I € Wand Re X > 0, or <J e W\(0) and X = 0, a 0 (y; /iv + i£, X) has precisely r roots /^(£, X\ ..., /*,.(£, X) with negative real part. Let q(n;£,X) = no*-lij&X)).
The Cauchy problem for a class of nonstrict hyperbolic equations has been studied by Ohya and Leray [3] , [5] . Recently Chazarain [2] has considered certain mixed problems for some fourth order nonstrict equations in the context of distribution semigroups. In this note we deal with mixed problems for a general class of (possibly) nonstrict equations of higher order, including those in [2] . The class of hyperbolic operators does not contain nor is it contained in those of [3] , [5] . We do not require Gevrey class coefficients, nor that the principal part has real characteristics of constant multiplicity and therefore (see [4] ) is a product of powers of strictly hyperbolic operators. We do, however, require the operators to be elliptic in the space variables alone and that the coefficients be independent of time. In this case recent results on the abstract Cauchy problem [1] can be applied. For simplicity we consider a single equation with smooth coefficients on a bounded region in euclidean space. Proofs will appear elsewhere.
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